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Abstract.
A proof of the Reidemeister-Singer theorem on stable equivalence of Heegaard splittings is given. This proof makes use of the Chillingworth theorem on the preservation of simplicial collapses for subdivisions of
complexes of dimension less than or equal to three, and it is based on the
observation that subdivision and collapsing preserve stable equivalence.

The Reidemeister-Singer theorem on Heegaard splittings of 3-manifolds
[Re], [Si] provides that any two Heegaard splittings of a 3-manifold are stably
equivalent. Although this theorem has been around since the thirties,
probably the most significant application of it thus far did not come until the
late sixties when Waldhausen [Wd] proved that all Heegaard splittings of the
3-sphere are standard. Unfortunately the proofs in both [Re] and [Si] appear
to be obscure at the same point: they seem to anticipate, by about thirty years,
Chillingworth's theorem [Ch] on the invariance of simplicial collapses under
subdivision for rectilinear simplicial complexes of dimension less than or equal
to three. Both Papakyriakopoulos and Waldhausen suggested to us several
years ago that a complete proof of the stable equivalence theorem ought to
appear somewhere. We obtained the proof given here after Joe Martin told us
that the Topology Seminar at The University of Wisconsin had used the
Chillingworth theorem to reconstruct a proof of the Reidemeister-Singer

theorem.
The basic idea of the proof is that subdivision and simplicial collapsing
preserve stable equivalence. In another paper (see [Cr]) we use some fairly
intricate refinements of this idea to show that simply connected 4-dimensional
cobordisms between connected 3-manifolds are stably classified, that is, up to
connected sum with copies S2 X S2, by certain Heegaard representations

for

3-manifolds.
Everything here is either in the pwl- or the simplicial category. Thus, in
particular, maps and homeomorphisms are always pwl or simplicial. A
complex is a finite rectilinear simplicial complex in some Euclidean space E".
A polyhedron is the carrier of a complex, and for a complex K we denote this
carrier by \K\. A triangulation of a polyhedron F is a complex K such that
\K\ = P. If ATis a complex and some subcomplex either triangulates a
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polyhedron P or subdivides a complex L, then we denote this subcomplex by
KiP) or KiL). If L is a subcomplex of a complex K and K subdivides K, then
we denote by L' the induced subdivision of L. For a complex K, we denote
the i-skeleton of K by K¡. For a simplex t, we denote by [t] the smallest
complex containing t. For a subcomplex L of a complex K, we denote by
S(L, A") the simplicial neighborhood of L in /C, that is, the smallest subcomplex
of K whose carrier contains a neighborhood of \L\. A graph is a connected 1-

complex.
An n-manifold is a polyhedron such that each point has a neighborhood
which is an «-ball. Unless we specify to the contrary, it is assumed that a
manifold has no boundary. For an oriented manifold M, we denote by —M
the same manifold with the opposite orientation. Let ¿?4 denote the 4-ball
[-1,1]
G E4 and let 2 denote the boundary of ¿?4. We assume that 2 is
provided with a fixed but unspecified orientation. Let G be a graph and M a
3-manifold which contains \G\. We say that \G\ is admissible in M provided
that for some regular neighborhood U of |(7| in M, the complementary

manifold V = A/\Int U is a cube-with-handles.
Let M and M be oriented «-manifolds.

We form the connected sum M % M

as follows: Locate «-balls B and B in Int M and Int M. Let g: Bd B —>Bd B
be an orientation

reversing homeomorphism.

Form the identification

space

(A/\Int B) +g (A?\Int B). For M # M take some polyhedron M which is
homeomorphic to this identification space under an orientation preserving
homeomorphism. For manifolds which have boundary, it is also convenient to
have a boundary sum M #fcM. This is formed by choosing «-balls B and B in

M and M so that finBdM

and ¿nBdM

are (« - l)-balls. Then an

orientation reversing homeomorphism g: Fr B -» Fr B is chosen and the
identification space Cl (M\B) + Cl iM\Bj is formed. The boundary sum
M %bM is taken to be some polyhedron M which is homeomorphic to the
identification space under an orientation preserving homeomorphism. It is
easy to verify that these sums are associative and commutative.
A Heegaard splitting of genus « of an oriented 3-manifold M is a triple
(A/, U, V) such that (1) U and Kare oriented cubes-with-handles of genus « in
M which receive their orientations from their inclusions in M, (2) the union of
U and V is M, and (3) U and V share the same boundary and have disjoint
interiors. Some people call a Heegaard splitting of M a pair (A/, S ) where 5 is
an oriented surface which splits M into a pair of cubes-with-handles. Under

this description (A/, U, V) would become (A/, Bd U) and (A/, V, U) would
become (A/, Bd V) = (A/,- Bd U). Two Heegaard splittings (M, U, V) and
(A?, 0, V) are equivalent if there is an orientation

preserving homeomorphism

« which takes the triple (A/, U, V) to the triple (A?,0, V).
The connected sum (Af, U, V) # (A?, 0, V) of Heegaard splittings (Af, U, V)
and (A/, ¿7, V) is formed as follows: First M = M # M is formed by choosing
the 3-balls £ and Ä and the homeomorphism g so that B n Bd £/ and
5 n Bd {? are spanning disks in ß and B and so that g((/ n Bd ß]
= Ü n Bd 5. Then there are subspaces U and P of M such that £/ and V
correspond to the boundary sums U #¿ Ü and V #ft K, and we take (M, U, V)
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use
to be the connected sum (A/, U, V) # (A?, £7,V). It is clear as before that
connected sum is well defined up to equivalence and that it is associative and
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only one up to equivalence). Let
say that two Heegaard splittings
provided that there are integers
V) #prj are equivalent.
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Heegaard splitting of genus 1 of 2 (there is
k tj denote the /c-fold connected sum of tj. We
(A/, U,V) and (A?, Ü, V) are stably equivalent
p and p such that (A/, U,V) # prj and (A/, Ü,

Lemma 1. Suppose that J is a finite complex of dimension at most 3, suppose
that K is a subcomplex of J2 with Kx = J\, and suppose that J' is a subdivision of

J.
Then there is a subcomplex L ofÇl')2 such that Lx = (/'), and L \f K'.
Proof. Let t, , ..., t,, ..., rm denote the 3-simplexes of J, and let A,, ...,
Ay, ..., A„ denote the 2-simplexes of J\K. From [Ch] we know that in each
(j,)' there is a 2-simplex y¡ such that [t,]' \f (r,)'Yy,-. These collapses can be
carried out in order of decreasing dimension [Ze, Lemma 11]; thus there is a
2-subcomplex LÍt¡) of each [t,]' such that L(t¡) contains no 2-simplex of (t¿)',
the complex ([tJ')i is a subcomplex of L(t,), and L(t,) \f ((t,)')i . For each 2simplex A, let L(A,) be formed from [A,]' by removing any 2-simplex. Then

L(A,)V (A,.)'.
For 0 < / < m, set

Ui) = K' U U{L(T,):y > /} U U{L(A,): / < n),
and for m + X < /' < m + n, set

Lii) = K' U U{Uàj):j > i-m).
Then we have

L - L(0) V L(l) V • • • V Um + n) = K'.
Lemma 2. Suppose that G is a graph and M is a 3-manifold such that \G\ is

admissible in M.
Then there is a triangulation

that F(l), = Txand F(l) \'G'

T of M and there is a subcomplex F(l) of T2such

where G' is a subdivision of G.

Proof. First suppose that there is a complex J such that (1) \J\ is
homeomorphic to M under a homeomorphism h: \J\ -* M, i2) there is a
subcomplex H of J such that hi\H\) = \G\, and (3) the 2-skeleton J2 contains
a subcomplex K such that Kx = Jx and K V H. Then there is a triangulation
T of M containing a subcomplex G' that subdivides G, and there is a
subdivision J' of J such that h: J' —>T is a simplicial isomorphism. But
#' V >Y' by [Ch], and by Lemma 1 there is a subcomplex L of (/')2 such that

L, = (/')i

and L \* AT'V H'. For F(l) we take /i(L) and we use the

isomorphism h to obtain the collapse F(l) V G'.
The proof of the lemma reduces then to a proof that there is a complex J
which satisfies the three conditions in the preceding paragraph.
Let T(2) be a triangulation of M which contains a subcomplex G(l)
subdividing G. Let H denote the second barycentric subdivision G(l) and
License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use

consider the simplicial neighborhood A(l) = S(//, F(2) ) where T(2) denotes the second barycentric subdivision of T(2). Now A(l) V H, and since
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|G| is admissible in M and |A(1)| is a regular neighborhood

of \G\, both

N(l) and A(2) = 7(2) \A/(1) are cubes-with-handles of genus say «. The
handlebody \N(2)\ is a union of 3-cells U{C,-: 0 < / < «} where C, n C¡
= 0 for i # j and i ¥= 0 and y ^ 0, and C, n C0 is a union of two disjoint
disks £>,and E¡ for / ^ 0. Furthermore, if « # 0 then 17V(2)|has a spine Y in
its interior such that (1) F is a bouquet of « circles, (2) each Y n C, (/ > 1) is
an unknotted spanning arc, and (3) ffl C0 is an unknotted cone with cone
point y where all of the noncutpoints of Y n C0 lie in Bd C0. If « = 1, specify
any point of Y n Int C0 as the cone point y, and if « = 0 take a point in

Int C0 to be Y = y. Set jc,,= Y n Z>,and z, = F n £,. Let (Á(l))' be a
subdivision

of À(l) which contains

a subcomplex

triangulating

(U Bd D¡)

U (U Bd EX Extend (À(l))' to a subdivision A/(l)' of N(l).
In some high dimensional Euclidean space choose points u0, ux, ..., un, vx,
... ,vn,wx, ... ,wn which are vertices of a simplex o such that [o] is joinable
to A(l)'. Form in order the following complexes:

(l)J(Dt) =
(2) J(Ej =
(3)/(C0) =
(4) J(C,) =
complex A(l)'

vi*N(l)'(BdDi),i
= 1,2,...,
m>,
* A(l)'(Bd Efl i = 1, 2, ...,
"o * (N(l)'(C0 n |A(1)|) U \JJ(Di) U U;(£;)), and
«, * (A(l)'(Q n |A(1)|) U J(D¡) U /(£,)). Let / denote the
U U/(Q).

Clearly there is a homeomorphism «: |/| -»A/ which leaves each point of
\N(\)\ fixed. We show that there is a subcomplex K of J which satisfies
condition (3) in the first paragraph of the proof. The complex A(l)' collapses
simplicially to H by [Ch]. By reordering the collapses in order of decreasing

dimension (see [Ze, Lemma 11]), we find that A/(l)' V AT(2)\f H where AT(2)
is a subcomplex of (A(l)')2 and A^(2)2 = (A(l)')i. Delete one 2-simplex from
each ■/(£>,) and each J(E¡) and add the residual complexes to AT(2) to get a
bigger complex A(l) such that AT(1) V A'(2). Then for each /(C,) choose a
maximal tree XiC¡) in JiC¡). Add the complexes u¡ * XiC¡) to A(l) to get a
complex KiO). Since each XiC¡) contains all the vertices of 7(C,) we find that
A"(0)! = Jx. Furthermore, each XiC¡) collapses simplically to a vertex so each
«,- * XiCj collapses simplicially to the join of u¡ with a vertex and this in turn
collapses simplicially to the vertex; thus these collapses induce a collapse

A:(0) \f Aril). We now set K = KiO) to get the simplicial collapses K = A(0)
V Aril) V #(2) V H. Thus K satisfies condition (3) and the proof of the
lemma is complete.
Lemma 3. Suppose that M is a 3-manifold and K and L are complexes whose
carriers are in M. Suppose that K \J L.
If either \KX\ or \LX\ is admissible in M, then so is the other, and furthermore

if (M,U,V) and (M,Ü,V) are Heegaard splittings of M such that (1)|L,|
C Int U, (2)\KX\ C Int Ü, (3)1/ \ |L,|, and (4)0 \ \KX\,then for some integer p we have that (M, U, V) # pr\ and (M, 0, V) are equivalent.

Proof. See [Re] or [Si] or [Wd].
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Theorem 4 (Reidemeister-Singer).
gaard splittings of a 3-manifold M.

Let (M, U, V) and (M, Ü, V) be Hee-
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There are integers p and p such that (A/, U, V) # prj and (M, Ü,V) J prj are
equivalent.

Proof. Because U and Ü have 1-spines it follows from Lemmas 2 and 3
that there are integers px andp,, there are triangulations F(l) and f(X) of M,
and there are regular neighborhoods (/, and Üx of \T(X\ \ and ¡7^(l)i I respec-

tively such that if Vx= M\Xnt Ux and Vx= M\Xnt 0X, then (M, U, V)
# Pi tj and (A/, 0, V) # px tj are respectively equivalent

to (A/, UX,VX)and (Af,

t/j, 1^). Let F be a triangulation of M which subdivides both F(l) and T(l)
(see for example [Ze, Corollary 2 to Lemma 4]). By Lemmas 1 and 3 there are
integers p2 and p^and there is ajegular neighborhood 0 of | Tx| in M such that

if V = M\Xnt 0, then (M, Ü, V) is equivalent to each of (M,UX,VX)
# P2tj and (M, Üx, Vx)# p2t\. Thus by the transitivity of equivalence, (M, U,V)
# (a + Z^)1? 's equivalent to (M, Ü, V) # (p, + p2)tj; so we can take p and p
to be Pi + p2 and pt + p2.
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